
The commzGATE is a complete SMS
Messaging and Applications Platform that
enables your current IT infrastructure to be
rapidly empowered with wireless messaging
capabilities.Harness the power of SMS for
CRM, Remote Network Management, Field
Dispatch andAutomated Reports.

Be in touch with your customers, announce new products, solutions and
events. Notify engineers automatically of machine failures and receive
automated reports. A multiple-modem setup lets you reach receipients on
different networks!

Be in control of your data by housing the commzGATE in your own
environment within your firewall. You sleep well knowing that transaction
and customer data are secure in your own hands.Control your cost by
purchasing all elements of an SMS messaging center in one box.No need
for expensive Telco connections and customisations.

* Bill Payment Reminders
* Dispatch Management
* Database Information Retrieval
* Meeting Reminder Services
* Stock Alerts
* RSVP Messaging

Ready-to-run Applications:

Includes Broadcast
Messaging,Recipient Manager,
Email-to-SMS, SMS-to-Email,
Scheduler, Email Commander,
Network Monitoring and App
Gateway.

2-Way Messaging

2-Way SMS messaging enables
your systems to receive replies
and custom instructions.

Custom SMS Server
Commands:

The App Gateway allows you to
program,receive and execute
customised SMS commands.
Supports programs written in any
Web language, such as Java and
Perl. An optional I/O card allows
you to remotely control industrial
machines via SMS.

Easy Administration:

Create unlimited user accounts,
set server preferences and change
modem settings, all via a
user-friendly, browser based
interface.

commzGATE SMS Application Server
for Linux and Windows

Set up the commzGATE to remotely received SMS commands and execute
instructions, from rebooting networks to controlling a music fountain!
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Seamless Integration:

A comprehensive set of APIs,
secure sockets and HTTP
interfaces allow easy integration
with existing systems like CRM,
Accounting and Intranet

Scalable Architecture:

The commzGATE is powered by
an advanced architecture that
features a multi-threaded
messaging engine for reliability
and performance. Scale
throughput by adding
more modems.

System Requirements:

- Redhat Linux 6.2 , 7.1
- Microsoft Windows NT 4,
  Service Pack 4 & above

- Intel Pentium II or equivalent
- 128 MB of physical memory.
   256MB recommended
- RS232 Standard Serial Port
- Drive space of 160 MB or more.

The ‘commzGATE Enterprise Edition’ extends your IT infrastructure
with wireless messaging capabilities easily and seamlessly. A comprehensive
set of APIs, HTTP and ODBC interfaces enable systems for CRM, Intranet
and Billing to reach out to users efficiently via SMS. Engineered  as a robust
middleware platform, the commzGATE can also be deployed as a standalone
server, running SMS applications independent of a LAN, other systems or the
Internet.

Includes all the above plus middleware APIs, secure sockets,
ODBC connectivity and the
“commzGATE API Integration Guide” (PDF).
Available as an “Upgrade CD”.

Telco-Independent:

Set up your own messaging
center with standard consumer
SIM cards. The commzGATE
is the long awaited alternative
to expensive custom Telco
solutions.

Unlimited User Accounts
Single Server License
Wavecom GSM modem
“App Development Framework” (PDF)
The App Gateway supports applications written in most web
programming languages including, PHP, ASP, JSP, ColdFusion and PERL.
*Required supporting Server Software not included

Copyright 2001 Pacific Synergy Pte Ltd. All rights reserved. Use is subject to license terms. Third-party software is copyrighted and licensed
from Pacific Synergy suppliers. The commzGATE is a registered trademarks of Pacific Synergy Pte Ltd worldwide.
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